
This is regarding about the Migration Amendment (Visa Capping) Bill 2010 (the Bill)
which is seeking to amend the Migration Act 1958 to enable the Minister for Immigration
and Citizenship (the Minister) to cap visa grants and terminate visa applications based on
the class or classes of applicant applying for the visa.
In particular, the Bill would enable the Minister to make a legislative instrument to
determine the maximum number of visas of a specified class or classes that may be
granted in a financial year to visa applicants with specified characteristics, and treat
outstanding applications for the capped visa as never having been made.I have been
living in Perth  Australia for about last 4 yearsand feels it as my second home thats why i
applied for General Skill vias application a year ago and have been waiting patiently for
my GSM application approval for a year.  I have already spent lots of time on my studies
heaps of money too on my tution fees and other expenses in order to get my education in
Australia and to start  my career from scratch. Now i am well settled and working hard .
It is very upsetting for me after full filling all the requirment of GSM application that
took lot of time, energy and money too.but my application could be return back just
because all of sudden authorities thinks that they should ammend some rules. It is too
disappointment to feel there is no consistent policy at all. This regime dont care about the
international image of Australia to the rest of the world. It utterly looks unfair to me.and
this current goverment is not considering any future for those who has been waiting for
their GSM visa appilication for 2 to 3 years. How about their time and sacrifies they did
for all these recent years. Or in other words  they have been used for so many years, now
they should have gone back their contry 
I request you kindly that please do not play with our career. If there is any rule and law, it
should implement on new applicants rthers than people who have already applied. This is
really an unfair and unjustice decision from the government of Australia. I hope that you
will take my complain seriously and you will consider that bill again. Thank
you.
 




